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Dear Member,
I am pleased to advise how the Chairman and I recently met with
officials of the Department of Justice and Equality to discuss our views
on the initiation of a Collective Redress structure for Irish consumers.
These are early stage discussions and have commenced at the
beginning of a consultation process to gain insight and input from all
concerned parties.
The ‘New Deal for Consumers’ being initiated at European
Commission level foresees active involvement for consumer
associations and, notably, as nominated bodies, for commencement
of actions on behalf of groups of consumers placed at a loss or
disadvantage by retailers and service providers.
The CAI is opposed to the consideration of a Class Action
process. It is heavily invested in legal action and costs which we view as
significantly inappropriate to the needs of the Irish consumer. We will
keep Members informed of our progress and place submissions on the
website for you to review.
We have also sought a meeting with the Minister for
Business, Enterprise and Innovation, Heather Humphries, TD, to
discuss the resource capacity of the CAI in the years ahead. Our unique
independent status places your Association in a constant position of
under-resource and limitation that must be addressed. We are hopeful
that the Minister can assist us in moving forward and will keep you
informed as our discussions progress.

It is appropriate that we close with reference to the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and reaffirm our continued
adherence to all of the requirements and guidelines of the Data
Protection Commission. To that end, member consent, as required
under the GDPR standards and rules, is through positive indication,
freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous. In addition, we have
always adopted the highest standard of protection and:

• maintained our data both in a secure, encrypted and stand-alone unit
with restricted password-protected access;
• data stored is not online and so can never be accessed from any
external source;
• as a Controller of data the CAI has never, nor will ever, share any detail
of data with any third party.
We have reviewed the system and ensured that it is fit
for purpose, secure and appropriate to the needs and protection of
Members.
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NEWS BRIEFS

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

OK – What’s Wrong? – Spit it
out!

It Looked Nicer In The Machine

In the course of celebrating ‘Exotic Meat Month’ a restaurant,
Bull City Burger, in Brewery, North Carolina, US, introduced a
tarantula burger to their menu for the month of April. With the
goal of increasing cultural awareness, Exotic Meat Month also
includes items like python, ostrich, reindeer, elk, and insects, all of
which are deemed common delicacies in different cultures around
the world. What was different (!) was that this was a burger to fight
over because consumers had to enter a raffle to have the chance
to eat one. So, during the month of April you could go into the
restaurant, sign up for the Tarantula Raffle and each day - while
supplies lasted (I kid you not), the restaurant would draw a raffle
ticket and post the winning number on Facebook, Twitter, and
their website. The owner of the winning ticket then had just two
days to call the restaurant, speak with the manager and arrange
a date within seven days to come in to purchase the burger. The
Tarantula Burger is a pasture-raised NC beef burger topped with
Gruyère cheese, spicy chilli sauce and an oven-roasted tarantula.
Served with a side of special fries it cost $30. Those lucky eaters
who finished the entire meal had their picture taken wearing their
free, limited edition, Tarantula Challenge t-shirt.

Consumers looking for a new car in China now have the
option to do so from a vending machine. A business called
Tmall, which is a part of the Ali Baba group, and Ford have
opened a Super Test-Drive Centre in the Chinese city of
Guangzhou where drivers can choose one of 100 Ford cars
available to buy. What is highly impressive is the ease with
which this can be accomplished. The consumer simply signs
up on the Tmall mobile app, verifies themselves through
facial and other security identifiers through the app, pays
a deposit (electronically, of course), chooses the model
they prefer, which is mechanically shifted to the floor of
the vending machine, and drives the car out of the vending machine. The entire procedure takes no more than ten
minutes. What is especially impressive is how, having chosen
from any of the models across the range - from an Explorer
SUV to a Mustang - you then get a three-day test drive before
having to decide whether or not to buy. More, if you don’t
like the car you initially chose then you can try another, up
to a limit of two. Additional vending outlets are planned now
for Beijing and Hangzhou. This is an enormous challenge to
the existing market and on-street retailers in Europe and is
going to require some highly innovative and genuine customer experience considerations if there is to be profitable
survival.

A Shameful Example
It was back in 2000 and 2001 that I outlined the issue of serious concern across the world posed by the recall of airbags in cars made by
Takata. Since then there have been millions of cars recalled across
the Honda, Ford, Mazda, BMW and other brands. It is a master-class
of corporate governance failure to note, only and by way of example,
the Australian experience, details of which are outlined in the current
issue of Choice magazine, the magazine of the Australian Consumers’
Association. They outline how it was in 2000 that Takata first falsified
airbag inflator test results. In 2009, following a spate of injuries, Honda
voluntarily recalled almost 5,000 vehicles in Australia. By 2013 that recall had widened to over a dozen manufacturers. In 2017, the first injury
was recorded and also the first fatality. 2.3 million cars have now been
recalled. In June of 2017, Takata filed for bankruptcy and, in November
of that year, class actions began against car makers. In February of
this year, the federal government issued a mandatory recall across four
million cars. The worldwide toll has now reached 230 injuries and 23
deaths.
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Table 6 Has Just Gone On A Break!
An interesting system has been
produced by a Kildare organisation
that has the goal of reducing, to the
point of elimination, queueing for
food and drink. Promo Pads, it is
claimed, is the only custom digital
tabletop ordering system in Europe.
It provides digital menus on tables in
cafés, restaurants and bars so you can
order direct from your seat and not
have to queue. According to Promo
Pads’ own market research, the
average Irish consumer loses more
than 19 hours each year queuing
for food and drinks - at lunchtime
alone! In addition, it has been
determined that the average time we
spend queueing for coffee or food
is five minutes and 46 seconds. The

creators outline how ‘Our ultimate
goal is to have one of our menus on
every table in every bar, café and
quick-service restaurant’ and ‘There
are more than two million food
service premises across Europe, and
we aim to own the tabletop space in
all of them’. Now, if I am to be entirely
honest, I welcome this idea and know
that many will agree, especially if
you have ever had the joy of being
ignored by waiting staff that are either
inefficient, rude to the point of being
discriminatory, or both. However,
it is the advance of the machines
that is sucking all of the personal
engagement out of life that concerns
me more.

Be Safe
It is summer and barbecuing season
and so safety must be to the forefront. Now, I am not speaking about
the cooking process as this is very
much and very well covered through
the advices now and in previous
years from our colleagues in the
Food Safety Authority of Ireland
and safefood. My focus this year is
on the promotion of ANEC and its
campaign to ensure safety where
consumers use a grill or stove inside
a tent or caravan to cook or as a
source of heat. This is not uncommon in our too often cold, wet or
damp summer season and especially
on prolonged outings such as the

many concert weekends that are so
popular. What is overlooked is how
portable or disposable barbecues
can be dangerous when they are
cooling or smouldering because
they emit large quantities of carbon
monoxide (CO), which is a lethal gas
that can kill. If you want to read
and understand more then I recommend a visit to the ANEC site at the
detail below where you will see how
the goal is to help educate children
and young adults about the dangers
and the reality that you cannot see,
smell or taste carbon monoxide.
http://www.anec.eu/images/leaflets/Be_Safe_This_summer.pdf

Makes No Difference Who You Are.....
If you are planning a visit to the US
and specifically to either Disneyland
or Walt Disney World then be
prepared for some increases recently
introduced there. These are the best
known theme parks and, on that
basis, the pricing is being tested as
to what the market will bear. Regular
ticket pricing is up $4 to $119 for
adults and $113 for a child at the
Magic Kingdom Park in Orlando. On
the most expensive days - the peak
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visitation times of the year - parents
will now pay $5 more to $129 for
themselves and $123 for children.
On the cheapest days, prices rose
by $2 to $109 for adults and $103
for children. Parking prices have
also been hit with the standard rate
increasing to $22 a day. Preferred
parking is now $5 more at $45. On
the most expensive days, now, a
family of four with two children will
pay $526 for a day in the park. At

Disneyland, regular tickets were
increased to $117 for adults, peak
period tickets rose by $11 to $135
and the cheapest ticket held at $97.
Annual pass prices are also rising
significantly: The most expensive,
Signature Plus annual passport, rises
by $100 to $1,149 while the cheapest,
with the fewest number of days,
increased by $30 to $369.
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Food & Health
Helping asthma sufferers
to breathe easy
A free advice service run by the Asthma
Society of Ireland has helped 70% of
service users under 50 years of age to
avoid missing school or work due to their
asthma, and the organisation is urging
more people with asthma to get in touch.
In Ireland, 470,000 people suffer from
asthma and recent research has found that
60% of these do not have their asthma
under control. Such statistics highlight the
importance of the free advice service and
the one-to-one guidance that the Asthma
Society, supported by the Health Service
Executive (HSE), provides.
		
Asthma is an inflammatory
disease that affects the small tubes
carrying air in and out of the lungs.
Severity varies among patients, but
people with asthma have airways that
are extra sensitive and can be irritated
by substances or ‘triggers’ such as colds,
flu, cigarette smoke, exercise or allergic
responses to pollen, fur, feathers, or dust
mites. Coming into contact with such
triggers can cause the airways to narrow,
making it difficult for the air to move in
and out and resulting in wheezing and
breathing difficulties for patients. Although
there is no cure for asthma, the condition
can be controlled by avoiding triggers and
by using medication. ‘Reliever’ medication
is used when asthma symptoms occur,
while ‘controller’ medication helps to stop
the airways from being so sensitive. The
mission of the Asthma Society of Ireland is
to improve the lives of people with asthma
so that they can live full lives free from
symptoms.
		
As part of the organisation’s
efforts, the Asthma Adviceline is a free
callback service where people with
asthma or parents and carers of young
sufferers from across Ireland can talk with
an asthma nurse specialist who will offer
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personalised information, advice and
support. Those seeking guidance can
call 1800 44 54 64, 9am to 5pm, Monday
to Friday, to arrange a suitable callback
time either during the day or evening or
at the weekend as necessary. It is also
possible to email nurse@asthma.ie or text
“asthma” to 086 0571838. Information
services covering asthma basics, asthma
emergencies, and the impact of exercise or
pregnancy among other topics are on offer
and information materials will be posted or
emailed to callers prior to the conversation
with the nurse. Calls are booked in
30-minute slots and additional callbacks
may be requested if needed.
		
As noted above, a recent research
review that found that the Adviceline
service has been hugely beneficial in
helping a large number of users to better
manage their asthma and avoid missing
work or school. According to Shirley
Keane of the HSE, asthma is a challenging
condition and children miss an average
of ten days of school each year due
to asthma. The recent research also
highlighted that over half of callers - 56%
- did not have a self-management plan
to deal with their asthma but that, after
their call with the Adviceline nurse, they
subsequently drew up a plan.
		
In recognition of the excellence
of the service, the Asthma Adviceline was
awarded an independent quality mark in
2016 by the Helplines Partnership in the
UK and is one of only three helplines in
Ireland to have achieved this standard.
The fact that this service is completely free
is a huge bonus to asthma sufferers, many
of whom, as the Asthma Society notes
on its website, have significant ongoing
costs relating to medication and GP visits
that represent a massive drain on their
financial resources. The Asthma Society of

Ireland’s new CEO Sarah O’Connor has said
that the organisation wants “to encourage
more people to avail of the free Adviceline
service so that people with asthma feel
well, keep their asthma under control, and
lead the fullest life, symptom-free”.
		
World Asthma Day takes place on
the first Tuesday in May each year, with the
aim of raising awareness of the condition
and highlighting the need for better care
and self-management.

Useful contact
Asthma Society of Ireland
Adviceline: 1800 44 54 64
www.asthma.ie
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MONEY NEWS

Money News
Ireland’s
Housing Market
It appears from the latest Daft.ie
Sales Report that our housing market
continues to see price increases
throughout the country. From October
to December 2017 compared with
January to March 2018, there has been
an increase in prices in every county
except Monaghan, which saw a slight
fall. An inflation rate of 7.3% is reported
for the first quarter of 2018, which is the
slowest rate of inflation in almost two
years.
		
However, Daft.ie points out that
a healthy housing system would see
house prices increase at the same rate
as the economy and not at a faster rate.
It is also reported that based on the
official measure of price level, general
prices in Ireland are not any higher
than they were five years ago. Despite

Money News by Róisín Moloney Weekes

“Ireland’s housing crisis is set to continue and no comfort can be drawn
from the latest Daft.ie report.”

this, during this same timeframe, the
purchase price of housing has risen by
between 40% outside urban areas and
over 60% in Dublin. These rising prices
boil down to the fact that demand far
exceeds supply. Unfortunately, we
are far from the idea of new demand
being swiftly followed by new supply in
Ireland’s dysfunctional housing system.
		
Ireland's population is
rising by over 50,000 people a year
- of this between 30,000 and 35,000
arises from a natural increase in the
population. The remainder, which
accounted for 20,000 people in 2017,
represents net migration. This increase
in population impacts the housing
demand, which is based on household
formation. Daft.ie estimates that there is
underlying demand for between 20,000

and 25,000 new homes each year. This
is further added to by the fact that new
homes need to be built to replace stock
that falls out of use, which is estimated
to be in the region of 10,000 homes. It
appears that new households being
formed will be households of one or two
persons, which increases the need for
the number of units also and these are
likely to be in the form of apartments in
urban areas. Unfortunately, it seems that
planning permission was granted for a
little over 5,000 apartments nationwide
in 2017, and for 20,000 dwellings in total
- this represents less than half the likely
demand.
		
Unfortunately, Ireland’s
housing crisis is set to continue and no
comfort can be drawn from the latest
Daft.ie report.

The Impact of Increased Wages
In 2016, we saw the national minimum wage
increase from €8.65 to €9.15 per hour. To
determine the impact this wage increase has
had, the Economic and Social Research Institute
(ESRI) carried out a study seeking to answer
the question of whether the increased cost of
wages led employers to reduce their number
of employees or the number of hours worked.
It turns out that, according to this ESRI study,
the national minimum wage rate did not lead to
greater unemployment among minimum wage
workers. This study does report that there was
a reduction in the average number of hours
worked by minimum wage employees but the
evidence suggests that this was driven by an
increase in part-time workers joining the labour
market following the wage increase. Apparently,
the average number of hours fell by 0.7 hours
per week. Within the category of minimum wage
workers on temporary contracts, there was a
greater reduction of 3.3 hours per week. Analysis
of the data in this study revealed that the reason
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for this reduction in hours arose from a rise in
part-time minimum wage employment and a rise
in part-time voluntary work.
		
According to Seamus McGuinness,
Research Professor at the ESRI, “The results
indicate that at least some of the reduction in the
average hours of minimum wage workers may
be due to more part-time workers being drawn
into the labour market by the higher minimum
wage. Our analysis revealed no negative
employment effects because of the 2016
increase. There is little evidence that the 2016
increase in the national minimum wage rate had
any immediate adverse impacts on low-paid Irish
workers.”
		
The report was produced under
a research partnership agreement between
the Low Pay Commission and the ESRI and
Dr Donal de Buitléir, Chairman of the Low
Pay Commission, welcomed the research
paper’s publication noting that “the Low Pay
Commission has a responsibility in legislation to

ensure that any recommended increase in the
national hourly minimum wage does not have
a significant adverse impact on employment”.
According to Dr de Buitléir, the report “provides
much needed evidence of the impact of the 2016
increase in the national minimum wage on both
hours worked and overall employment trends of
minimum wage workers”.
		
The Irish economy has an increasing
cost of living and a housing crisis that is making
rentals as well as home purchase unattainable
for many. This research supports the argument
for an increase in wages, a call that a union
representing over 40,000 retail and bar workers
has recently made. This union, Mandate, wants
its members to be paid a minimum of €15 per
hour, which is more than 50% higher than the
national minimum wage and an amount that they
claim is required to tackle the social problems
Ireland is dealing with, such as homelessness,
poverty and inequality.
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Saving and Investment in Ireland

The Bank of Ireland/Economic and Social
Research Institute (ESRI) Savings and
Investment Index for March 2018 reveals
that fewer Irish consumers are saving and
investing. It appears that savings sentiment
is deteriorating among the over 50s in
particular but also that Irish people are
more optimistic on the topic of retirement.
The index for March 2018 indicates that
saving and investment is at its lowest level
since October 2017.
		
The Bank of Ireland/ESRI Savings
and Investment Index tracks household
attitudes towards savings and investment
as well as examining their perspectives
on the current and future savings and
investment environment. Understanding
savings behaviour offers insight into
how households smooth consumption,

Enhanced protections
proposed for consumers
dealing with moneylenders
The Central Bank of Ireland wants consumers
who deal with moneylenders to be better
protected. Although there are already
protections in place for consumers who use
the services of licensed moneylenders, the
Central Bank wants to further enhance these
measures including those contained in the
Consumer Protection Code for Licensed
Moneylenders. According to the Central
Bank’s Director of Consumer Protection
Grainne McEvoy, the enhanced protections
would seek to “ensure that consumers are
dealt with in a responsible and professional
manner“ and that they are given targeted
information to encourage them to consider
alternatives to high-cost loans from
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plan to make major purchases and build
up buffers that can be drawn down in
times of economic difficulty. Monitoring
household investment patterns provides
an understanding of how consumers are
putting their money to work, their financial
diversification, and their appetite for risk.
The Bank of Ireland/ESRI Savings and
Investment Index also provides a Risk
Barometer and a Retirement Optimism
Index to give insight into household risk
taking and retirement planning. The Bank
of Ireland Savings and Investment Index is
produced monthly from a minimum sample
of 800 consumers aged 15 years and
over. The ESRI carries out the Savings and
Investment Index research to ensure the
indices represent a national sample.
		
Attitudes to saving are gauged
by asking consumers about their attitudes
and feelings towards their monthly savings
amounts, the results of which saw a
decrease from 103 points in February 2018
to 99 points in March 2018. The proportion
of people saving regularly fell to 46% in
March, the lowest level since July 2017. In
particular, it appears that weaker saving
rates among consumers under 50 years
can be identified as they are encouraged
to spend when they experience improved
economic conditions. Poor weather
conditions, such as those experienced in
March of this year, also affect consumers’
saving behaviours as more consumers
spend online during a bad spell. It also

became evident that increasing negativity
about the current savings environment,
which seems to be driven more by
consumers over the age of 50 years - a
group that is more likely to have lump sums
for saving - is affecting actual saving rates.
In terms of investment, the index reveals
a decrease by 4 points to 97 in March
from 101 in February 2018. Moreover, the
Investment Attitudes Index decreased by
10 points to 94 index points in March. Stock
markets remained volatile in the month,
with world equities down 3% in euro terms
and concerns raised by consumers mainly
centred on the potential for a global trade
war.
		
The Retirement Optimism Index
increased to 100 points in March 2018
from 92 in January 2018. This indicates
that people are more optimistic about their
retirement. Over half of consumers felt
they had some financial plans in place for
retirement, the highest response so far
since this index began in October 2017.
A higher proportion of consumers (31%)
also said they could live comfortably in
retirement - this is compared with 24% in
January. Of this cohort, however, 39% of
people still said they would find it difficult
to live comfortably in retirement. This
demonstrates the gap that exists for Irish
consumers when it comes to retirement
planning.

moneylenders. Moreover, a key aim of
the new measures would be to reduce the
likelihood that consumers would overextend
themselves using this type of credit.
		
To this end, the Central Bank is
seeking feedback from consumers and other
interested parties to a Consultation Paper that
proposes a number of new measures. The
proposals include the following:

• enhancing the professionalism of the sector
through requirements for training, lending
policies and procedures

• restricting the promotion of money lending
by targeted advertising or unsolicited contact
• requiring money lenders to suggest that
consumers consider cheaper alternatives to a
moneylending loan before they sign a contract
• setting a specific limit on how much of a
consumer’s income can be devoted to paying
off high-cost moneylending loans

		
There are currently 39 licensed
moneylenders operating in the sector in
Ireland and, as of 2017, the total outstanding
loan amount was approximately €153
million. As noted by the Central Bank in
its Consultation Paper, given the potential
vulnerability of consumers dealing with
moneylenders, who are often in the lower
socio-economic group, and the high cost
of these loans, it is critical that the rules
with which moneylenders must comply are
appropriate and robust.
		
To read the Consultation Paper
in full, visit www.central bank.ie. The
consultation process is open until 27th June
2018 and submissions may be made to
consumerprotectionpolicy@centralbank.ie.
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Product/Tech News
KitchenAid kettles recalled
Anyone owning a KitchenAid 1.7 litre jug kettle needs to check immediately to ensure that their model is not affected by a recent product
recall arising from safety concerns. Whirlpool Corporation, which owns KitchenAid, has launched a voluntary safety campaign involving the
pricey KitchenAid 5KEK1722 electric kettle following almost 100 reports in the US and Canada of the handle becoming loose. In four cases, the
fault resulted in minor burns to consumers. Over 300,000 kettles are thought to be affected worldwide, with estimates putting the number of
potentially faulty appliances in Ireland at 1,400.
		
Given the concern that the handle on these models can separate from the upper attachment points to the kettle’s body and become
unstable, Whirlpool is asking anyone who has a kettle manufactured within the affected product range to stop using the appliance and to
contact its Consumer Care Centre. The company says that it will replace all affected kettles free of charge to the consumer. Whirlpool also
notes that it has implemented a fix at the point of manufacture to ensure that any appliances now being delivered to shops are not affected.
		
The jug kettle in question is priced at around €130 and is available in four colours - cream, red, black and stainless steel - with the
following model numbers: 5KEK1722BAC, 5KEK1722BER, 5KEK1722BOB, and 5KEK1722BSX. The affected products were manufactured between
January 2013 and June 2017. To check if you have an affected model in your kitchen, you will need to turn the kettle upside down to view the
label on the bottom, which will provide the serial number. A potentially faulty appliance will have a serial number that falls between YA302****
and YA724**** as per the table shown. You can also check your appliance by completing an online form at www.repair.whirlpool.com. If you
find your kettle is affected, you should stop using it immediately and you can call the Whirlpool Consumer Care Centre on freephone number
1800 200334 to arrange a free return and replacement.
Model number

Serial number range

5KEK1722BAC (cream)

YA302**** to YA724****

5KEK1722BER (red)

YA302**** to YA724****

5KEK1722BOB (black)

YA302**** to YA724****

5KEK1722BSX (stainless steel)

YA302**** to YA724****

Wheelchair accessible routes now on Google Maps
Using public transport, especially routes that you are not familiar with, can be exceptionally challenging if you are a wheelchair user. Recognising
this, Google Maps is seeking to improve its service by providing information on accessible routes. Well-placed ramps and lifts can make a journey
that would be impossible for some into a much more manageable outing. Wheelchair users and others with restricted mobility - whether due to an
injury, age or the fact that they are pushing a buggy - can now avail of a welcome new feature in Google Maps that will help them plan their journey
through routes where wheelchair ramps and lifts are provided. For now, Google Maps is only able to offer this feature for six cities – London, New
York, Boston, Sydney, Mexico City and Tokyo – but it is an encouraging start and it will help those with mobility issues travelling to these urban centres
who are looking to work out the best way to get around. Moreover, Google has said that it is collaborating with other cities and transit agencies with
the aim of expanding this feature to many more locations.
		
To access the feature, simply type your starting point and destination into Google Maps, click on “Directions”, click on “Options” and you will
then be able to choose “Wheelchair accessible” as a new route type. The service will then provide wheelchair-accessible directions for getting you
from A to B. The directions however come with a caveat in that Google warns that wheelchair-accessible directions may not always reflect real-world
conditions and that users may find that construction projects, traffic, weather or other events may mean that actual circumstances differ from the
map results. Google notes that it has been working with local guides around the world to provide accessibility information in Google Maps, such as
the presence of a step-free entrance or an accessible bathroom. Future advances might hopefully see real-time updates for accessible routes using
registered local guides as well as the feature extending to all main urban centres. For now, the new development represents a promising start.

The products featured on these pages have
not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland and their
inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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Current developments in electric vehicle charging
A fundamental aspect of owning an electric
car is keeping it sufficiently charged so that
it can get you from A to B. A plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle uses a battery and an electric
motor backed up by a conventional internal
combustion engine fuelled with petrol or
diesel, whereas pure or all-electric vehicles are
completely dependent on their battery power.
There are currently around 1,200 public charge
points across the island of Ireland, with more
than 70 fast charging points for a speedier
power boost and it has been reported that
€1.8 million has been allocated for the public
charging infrastructure in 2018. At present,
public charging points are free for electric
vehicle owners to use. However, as the number
of electric vehicles in use increases, providing
unlimited free fuel for these cars via the public
charging infrastructure will not be sustainable
in the longer term. The Commission for
Regulation of Utilities has noted that if payment
for public charge points is introduced in the
future, it would be important that this would

not be at a price level that disincentivises the
purchase and use of electric vehicles.
		
EU recommendations indicate
that there should ultimately be one public
recharging point for every ten electric vehicles
in use, but according to the Department of
Transport, this would not be necessary in
Ireland where home charging is currently the
most common method for electric vehicle
owners. More than 80% of owners charge their
electric cars at home, and the Department of
Transport points out that a large proportion of
residents in Ireland have access to driveways
and private car parking spaces where private
chargers can be installed, which reduces
the overall demand on the public charging
infrastructure.
		
Until the end of last year, the ESB
ecars unit was providing free home charge
points for purchasers of electric cars registered
in Ireland. This scheme has now ended and
since the start of 2018, owners of an eligible
new or second-hand electric vehicle will be able

to apply for a grant up to the value of €600
towards the purchase and installation of a
home charger unit. A quick price survey found
home chargers costing in the region of €550
and installation costs will vary depending on
the complexity of the job.
		
To check if you would be eligible for
the grant and to complete an online Electric
Vehicle Home Charger grant application form,
go to the website of the Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland (SEAI) at www.seai.ie. The
installation of the charging unit will have to be
carried out by a fully qualified electrician who is
registered accordingly with Safe Electric Ireland
and when the work is complete, a Payment
Request Form and other documentation will
need to be submitted before an electronic
payment of the grant amount will be made to
your bank account. Grant aid of up to €5,000
towards the purchase of an electric vehicle is
also available, with details again provided by
the SEAI at https://www.seai.ie/grants/electricvehicle-grants/.

		

Rebooting car batteries
Staying on the subject of electric
cars, the batteries that power these
environmentally friendly vehicles need to
be replaced every few years, but Nissan
has come up with a plan to give them a
second life. The Nissan Leaf is a hugely
popular electric car, with the Japanese
company recently announcing that it had
sold over 300,000 of them around the
world – the first all-electric vehicle to hit
this figure. All those cars, however, mean
an awful lot of batteries that have to be
replaced but that are far from useless.
The batteries still work but they just don’t
work well enough to propel power-hungry
cars and so Nissan has come up with the
idea to repurpose them for street lighting.
		
Working with its subsidiary 4R
Energy Corporation, Nissan has created
a new kind of outdoor light that does
not have to be connected to the main
power grid. Comprising of a stylishly
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designed light, an old Nissan Leaf battery
and a solar panel, no electric cables are
required, with the idea being that the used
batteries will act as a backup for the solarpowered street lights. During the day,
the solar panel generates power that is
then stored in the Leaf battery to produce
outdoor lighting that is essentially free
when night-time falls. The project has
been dubbed “The Reborn Light” and it
initially aims to provide public lighting
for the residents of the Japanese town
Namie, where recovery efforts are
ongoing following the earthquake and
tsunami in March 2011.
		
As the number of electric
vehicles in use increases, so will the
number of used batteries that will be
making their way back to Nissan and
this ingenious project offers a relatively
easy way to reuse components while
continuing to reduce emissions.
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Consumer rights/Warranties, guarantees and your statutory rights

Rights Refresher:

Warranties, guarantees and your statutory rights
All consumers need to be sure of their rights
when an item they have purchased turns out
to be faulty. It may happen that you return
the good to a shop only to be told that it is not
the shop’s responsibility and that you should
contact the manufacturer. If you purchased
online or anywhere within the EU for items
advertised in Ireland, you may be told to
contact the manufacturer as you are not a
citizen of the country where you sent your
payment for the item. You may be asked if
you have a warranty and, if not, told that you
do not have any rights. Perhaps you have a
warranty but this has run out and so you are
told there is nothing that can be done. In fact,
not all of these responses may be correct and,
as a consumer, you should know your rights
and be able to point to them when dealing
with a trader or shop staff who seem a little
hazy on what you are entitled to. A degree
of confusion may arise in distinguishing
between a guarantee, a warranty and the
rights a consumer has under the legislation.
Consumer Choice outlines what you need to
know when returning a faulty good.

Guarantees and warranties
Generally speaking, a guarantee is an
agreement from the manufacturer that does
not incur any extra charge and in which the
manufacturer confirms that it will repair,
www.thecai.ie
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replace or refund an item if something goes
wrong within a specified time from when
you buy it. Guarantees are often supplied
with household appliances or furniture or
may come with particular services and they
strengthen your consumer rights. You may
need to register the guarantee with the
manufacturer first for it to become active.
Unless otherwise stated in the terms and
conditions, you should deal with the seller
of the item if you need to return it under the
guarantee.
		
An extended warranty provides
cover if the item becomes faulty or breaks
usually after the manufacturer’s guarantee
has run out. When you are buying a product,
the salesperson may suggest that you might
like to buy an extended warranty, which is
like an insurance policy and means that you
would not have to pay for a repair if a fault
occurs during the period of the warranty.
However, terms and conditions will apply and
there will likely be a number of exclusions that
will affect coverage. For example, a product
may not be covered if it fails prematurely due
to wear and tear and the warranty may or may
not cover accidental damage.
		
You also need to consider that the
seller is receiving commission for the policy
and so you need to be certain that it is really
worth the outlay in comparison to the cost of

the item and its likely, realistically expected
lifespan.

When a good you buy turns out
to be faulty, what do you need
to know?
There are three basic clarifications that will
help you determine how to act • If you bought goods or services from a
representative of any business in Ireland then
our national consumer laws protect you.
• If you bought goods or services from
another EU member state and they were
advertised here in Ireland then you are
protected under consumer law in Ireland.
• If you bought goods or services while you
were visiting another EU member state the
laws of the country in which you bought those
goods or services will apply.
What next? Some key points to remember
are:
• Speed is of the essence and you should
notify the seller immediately that the fault
emerges.

www.thecai.ie
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should be free of charge to you and no
additional costs should be applied. A repair
should be permanent and if the fault reoccurs,
you should be entitled to a replacement or a
refund.
• Under the provisions of the EU Regulation
and Ireland’s interpretation of it under
national provisions, there is a particular focus
upon the description of the goods upon
which the consumer made the purchase. A
lack of conformity to any statement made or
description given provides additional levels of
protection for the consumer. Section 7 of the
Regulation therefore makes the seller liable
for any lack of conformity of the goods that
existed at the time the goods were delivered.
Key to the protection is how Ireland has
placed a six year span on that time between
the sale and the consumer becoming aware
of the lack of conformity and numerous
provisions follow which include that:

• Your contract is with the seller and it is up
to the seller to provide a remedy. So a seller
should not tell you that you must deal directly
with the manufacturer.
• A warranty or guarantee is in addition to
your statutory rights - it does not replace
these rights. So a seller should not tell you
that if the guarantee or warranty is out of date
that there is nothing they can do – you may
still have entitlements under your statutory
rights.
• Under EU legislation, consumers are entitled
to seek a remedy when a good turns out
to be faulty within two years of purchase.
Importantly, national laws can extend this
time period and, in Ireland, there is a limitation
of six years after which consumers will not
have any entitlements. However, the specifics
of this protection are in the detail of the
European Communities (Certain Aspects of
the Sale of Consumer Goods and Associated
Guarantees) Regulations 2003 and can be
a confusing read. Over the years since its
enactment, at the Consumers’ Association of
Ireland (CAI), we have had many consumers
misinformed by traders and poorly trained
staff who have denied consumers their rights
and entitlements under this EU Regulation
- something that that the CAI has long been
calling for to be remedied.
• Under Irish consumer legislation, you are
entitled to a repair, replacement or refund if
the good is faulty. Any repair or replacement
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may be paid a commission for each warranty
sold so it is important to remember –
particularly when faced with high-pressure
selling - that buying a warranty is completely
optional and you are under no obligation to
do so.
• The warranty may be costly and represent
poor value for money compared with the cost
of repairing or even replacing the item.
• Exclusions are likely to apply that will impact
the coverage on offer, so terms and conditions
will need to be read closely to determine what
precisely the warranty covers and if it is worth
buying.
• Between the manufacturer’s guarantee and
your statutory rights you are already provided
with a number of entitlements should a fault
occur within certain timeframes.

i) The goods be brought into conformity free
of charge by repair or replacement or
ii) An appropriate reduction is made in the
price or
iii) The contract is cancelled/rescinded.
Of course, there are also pragmatic
conditions applying in terms of the severity
of the non-conformity, the use or benefit the
consumer has enjoyed in the years leading to
the realisation of there being a problem and
so on.
		
Therefore, consumers should be
armed with full knowledge of their rights and
entitlements in order to be able to secure the
remedy they deserve. For help and guidance
the regulatory authority of Government is
the Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission (CCPC) and it is this organisation
that should be contacted where traders do not
respond appropriately to genuine complaints
or where you are unsure of details of your
rights and entitlements.

Useful contacts
Competition and Consumer Protection Commission
www.ccpc.ie
tel 01 402 5555/1890 432 432
European Consumer Centre Ireland
www.eccireland.ie
tel 01 879 7620

Should I buy an extended
warranty?
Warranties may provide a degree of peace
of mind as they can provide cover for
unexpected expenses like costly repairs.
However, there are a number of things you
should keep in mind before parting with your
money.
• The salesperson offering you the warranty

www.thecai.ie
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Safeguarding Consumers – the
Rapid Alert System
Report by Clodagh O’Donoghue

In 2017, toys and cars topped the list of dangerous products detected under a scheme designed to protect consumers across Europe
from non-food items that pose a risk to their health and safety.
In the EU, consumers enjoy a high
level of protection in relation to the
products they buy thanks to legislation
and standards that work to ensure their
safety. However, inevitably some items
for sale will slip through the net and, with
online shoppers increasingly purchasing
directly from countries outside the EU,
the challenge becomes finding a way to
make sure that these incoming products
meet EU standards for safety or, if they
don’t, preventing such products from
getting into the hands of consumers,
particularly vulnerable groups like children.
Fortunately, the Rapid Alert System (RAPEX)
is in place to enable the quick exchange
of information between 31 countries in
Europe and the European Commission
about dangerous non-food products that
pose a risk to the health and safety of
consumers, allowing national authorities
to act swiftly with protective measures. A
report on this scheme’s activities for 2017
has recently been released, revealing that
toys and cars were the most frequent
products highlighted as being unsafe
last year as well as indicating the biggest
national culprits for producing dangerous
goods.

RAPEX
With the safety of consumers a key
priority, European countries have a unique
system of informing each other about
dangerous non-food products. Known
as the Rapid Alert System or RAPEX, the
programme has been in operation since
2003 to ensure that information about
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unsafe products withdrawn from the
market or recalled anywhere in Europe is
swiftly shared with other member states
and the European Commission. The
circulation of this information means
that appropriate follow-up action can be
taken – including banning the sale of the
item, withdrawing it from shop shelves,
recalling it or ensuring import rejection by
Customs authorities. The system involves
daily and close cooperation between
the 28 EU member states together with
Iceland, Norway and Liechtenstein.
Typically, the national authority of one
country will notify the system about
an unsafe product and the alert will be
circulated to the relevant authorities in
other member countries. These bodies
will then look to see if the same products
are available in their markets and take
appropriate measures. In Ireland, the
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission (CCPC) is the point of contact
for product recalls and other alerts and
once it receives information on an item,
it will update its online product recall list,
share the information with consumers
on social media and take any other
necessary actions. Similarly, the Rapid
Alert System provides a public website
address, https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/
consumers_safety/safety_products/rapex/
alerts/, where it publishes weekly updates
of alerts submitted by the national
authorities taking part in the scheme.
Consumers can sign up to receive
notifications about the alerts according
to their needs and interests and can then

share alerts through social media if they
wish. The website also provides a tool for
businesses to quickly and easily inform
national authorities about a product that
they have put onto the market but that
now appears to be potentially unsafe.

2017 findings
The 2017 RAPEX report shows that the
system is being used increasingly by
national authorities, with a total of 2,201
alerts circulated during last year. The top
three most notified product categories
were ‘toys’, ‘motor vehicles’ and ‘clothing,
textiles and fashion items’. The top three
risks that were highlighted most during
the year were ‘injuries’, ‘chemical’ and
‘choking’. The more than 2,000 alerts
translated into almost 4,000 follow-up
actions by national authorities that ranged
from withdrawal from the market to
destruction of the items in question.
		Possibly the most highlighted
item of 2017 was the fidget spinner – the
small toy initially promoted as a tool
to reduce anxiety but that became
something of a craze with children, and
indeed adults, around the world. The
problem was that not all the fidget
spinners on offer met stringent EU safety
standards. In particular, some versions
of the toy contained button batteries
that enabled the gadget to light up when
spinning, adding to its appeal and allure.
However, with some products, the battery
compartment was found to open easily
without any need for tools so that the
batteries inside became readily accessible.
May 2018

This was found to constitute a risk of injury
as if a child swallowed the small item,
damage or burning in the oesophagus and
intestines could result. In addition, other
fidget spinners were found to have easily
detachable small parts that could present
a choking risk for young children. Thanks
to the Rapid Alert System, information was
swiftly shared about unsafe products and
the manufacturers and distribution chains
involved, and countless fidget spinners
were tracked down across Europe and
stopped at borders and ports, where they
were seized or destroyed to prevent the
potential for harm to young consumers.
		
Detachable parts that could be
swallowed or risk of entrapment of fingers
are frequently cited dangers in the toy
category. In the clothing and textiles
category, small decorative elements that
could easily be detached from clothes
items for babies are often the reason for a
garment being notified under the RAPEX
mechanism. Similarly, children’s garments
that incorporate long cords or drawstrings
are items of concern as serious injuries
have been reported in cases where such
cords have become tangled in playground
equipment or in bicycle wheels.
		
Another key aspect highlighted
by the 2017 RAPEX report is the growth
of online markets and the challenges that
may arise with products sourced from
third countries, i.e. those outside the EU.
Some of these products may not comply
with relevant legislation and could be
unsafe, so national market surveillance
authorities need to develop tools and
invest in further specialised resources
in order to monitor online sales. The
European Commission is seeking to help
in this regard by publishing a guidance
document and supporting a project aimed
at creating common tools and methods
to help national authorities better control
products sold online.
		
In 2017, the majority of the
dangerous products notified in the Rapid
Alert System came from outside the
EU, with China as the most frequently
cited country of origin for unsafe items.
Over half of all notified products (53%)
came from China, though this figure
remains stable from the previous year.
The European Commission notes that
it cooperates closely with Chinese
authorities on an ongoing basis,
highlighting specific cases, exchanging
good practices in relation to product
safety and continuing to demand high
standards. Just over a quarter of cases
(26%) involved products that came from
a European country for a total of 413
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dangerous products of European origin.

What can consumers do?
All these efforts by national and
international bodies to safeguard
consumers are vital but what can
consumers do to protect themselves?
If you buy the item in a shop, then at
least you know where to return it if
something goes wrong. Always buy from
a reputable retailer and check that the
item carries the CE mark to show that the
product complies with the relevant safety
standards. If buying an item for a child,
check that the age range on all toys is
suitable and that there are no small parts
that could easily come detached and
present a choking hazard. When you are
buying online, there is a need for extra
vigilance. The European Commission
offers the following eight tips:
1. Know who you are buying from – make
sure the website provides contact
information so that you know who to get
in touch with if there is a problem with
your purchase.
2. Check the product and website reviews
– do your research before making a
purchase to see if there are online reviews
highlighting safety issues with the product
or if other customers have experienced
difficulties in dealing with the online
seller.

5. Find out if the product has been
deemed to be dangerous by consulting
the Rapid Alert System where a list of
dangerous items is provided or the OECD
portal for worldwide product recalls (see
Useful contacts below).
6. Consider registering the product with
the manufacturer if this option is provided
as then you should be notified about any
recalls, safety issues or software updates.
7. Speak up if you find a safety issue with
a product by contacting the seller and
notifying the CCPC. You can also consider
posting an online product review to
alert potential buyers and enable other
consumers to make a safe choice.
8. Stay informed about unsafe products by
signing up for weekly RAPEX notifications
on the latest items identified as dangerous
as well as information on new risks and
current trends. You can personalise
your settings so that you only receive
information relevant to you.

Useful contacts
CCPC
Competition and Consumer Protection Commission
tel 01 402 5555/1890 432 432
www.ccpc.ie
RAPEX

3. If buying a toy, check for safety warnings
– the online information provided may not
lay out warnings clearly and you should
carefully examine any product illustrations
and photos for warning symbols.

Rapid Alert System
https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/
consumers_safety/safety_products/rapex/alerts
OECD
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

4. Read the safety instructions to make the
best choices – check through any safety
information provided online and if you
are unsure if a product would be suitable
for your intended use, ask the seller for
further details.

GlobalRecalls portal
https://globalrecalls.oecd.org/front/index.html#/recalls

Table: 2017 RAPEX alerts
Product categories (top five most
notified products)

Risk categories (top five
most notified risks)

Toys

29%

Injuries

28%

Motor vehicles

20%

Chemical

22%

Clothing, textiles and fashion
items

12%

Choking

17%

Electrical appliances and
equipment

6%

Electric shock

10%

Childcare articles and children’s
equipment

5%

Fire

6%
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Buying a car
from across the border
Consumer Choice investigates the process
and the pitfalls to avoid when considering
purchasing a new or second-hand car from
the UK.
Importing second-hand cars from the UK is
becoming more and more popular in recent
times, partly driven by the fall in the value of
British pound sterling against the euro. Irish
consumers can now make significant savings
when purchasing like for like in the UK however, there are implications to purchasing
across the border in terms of knowing the
seller, the level of redress available, taxation
and certification requirements.
		
At this stage we all know someone
who has successfully purchased a vehicle from
Northern Ireland or Great Britain, imported
it, cleared it and saved a packet. The less
successful stories are not quite as common
but there is no doubt that some consumers
are running into difficulty when buying
outside the Republic. With online shopping,
consumers are becoming more accustomed
to making purchases across the border and
consumers are perhaps growing in confidence
when it comes to venturing to the UK for car
purchases. Cars are, however, very likely to
involve a significant amount of money and
therefore involve greater risk. Consumers are
advised to treat an overseas car purchase with
caution and arm themselves with sufficient
research, including knowing the extra steps
and costs involved in importing a car and the
options in the event that something goes
wrong.

Know who you are buying from
When considering making a car purchase it
is important that you identify who you are
purchasing from. When purchasing from a
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business you can do some investigations to try
and establish that the seller is legitimate. You
can begin with a company search to establish
the names of the directors, the address of the
business headquarters, the office address and
telephone numbers as well as the legal status
of the business. You may be able to identify if
there are judgements against the business. It
may be worth using the business address to
do a Google Maps and street view search or its
equivalent on Bing Maps to identify where the
business exists. If the business appears to be
in a purely residential area, consumers should
be wary. Check online for reviews of any
prospective seller and if any complaints have
been logged. Check to see when the business
website was set up and registered with the
domain registry as this can be an indication of
how trustworthy the website is. Read through
the business terms and conditions available
on the website and judge the legitimacy of the
business. The more recent the creation of the
website, the more careful a consumer should
be.

Know what you are buying
Searching for the right vehicle is becoming
easier and easier. With online search engines,
consumers can identify the exact make and
model they want and the areas they are willing
to travel to. Wherever you make a purchase,
an independent expert should be engaged
to carry out a check on the car at the seller’s
premises. You can also check the vehicle’s
mileage using the MOT Scheme Records, this
is equivalent to Ireland’s National Car Testing

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes
At a glance
• Knowing the seller
• What are you buying?
• What documentation?

Service (NCTS). On www.gov.uk/check-mothistory , you can check the MOT history of a
vehicle you are considering purchasing. This
will include pass/fails, mileage recorded when
previously tested, what parts failed at each
test, if any parts had minor problems and
when it is next due an MOT. This service offers
results for tests done in England, Scotland or
Wales since 2005.
		
A number of websites exist that
allow consumers to input the vehicle’s
registration number in order to check such
details as the number of previous owners and
the insurance status of the car, which would
reveal if the car was ever deemed to be written
off after an accident. These checks can also
identify if the car was stolen or whether there
is any outstanding finance on it. Such services
are offered by, for example, Motorcheck
Ireland at motorcheck.ie and by UK site HPI
Check at hpicheck.com and a fee is payable to
carry out a search.

Your rights when buying
outside Ireland
When purchasing a car from the UK, in order
to import it to Ireland the transaction will
be governed by UK legislation and not Irish
consumer legislation. Complaints about
cross-border transactions can be made
to the European Consumer Centre (ECC)
Ireland. The Motor Ombudsman, at www.
themotorombudsman.org, is the UK’s
government-backed, self regulatory body for
the motor industry and, outside of traditional
court proceedings, an alternative dispute
May 2018

resolution body known as Motor Codes Ltd.
is offered with the scope to deal with new
cars under manufacturer’s warranty, terms
of manufacturers' warranties and spare parts
availability only.
		
Consumers may recall that for
distance and off-premises contracts, the
consumer has the right to a cooling-off period
of at least 14 days from delivery, unless the car
has been specifically designed or customised.
If the contract is a distance sale contract
and the consumer has not collected the car,
they can withdraw from the contract before
delivery and up to 14 days from the delivery
of the car to their address. However, the
cooling-off period does not apply if the final
contract is signed at the seller’s premises when
the consumer collects the vehicle.
		
Many intermediary websites exist
within the industry through which consumers
can purchase a vehicle from the UK. If
something goes wrong with the sale it is the
terms and conditions of the particular site
that will govern where responsibility rests. It
is important that consumers read carefully
through the terms and conditions before
making a commitment to a purchase. If a
fraud is suspected, the intermediary website
should be informed also.
		
If a fraud is suspected or identified,
the consumer should report it to the Gardaí.
Consumers resident in Ireland can report
the problem to the Garda Bureau of Fraud
Investigation.

Making a purchase
In the UK, a car can be paid for in cash
unlike some other EU countries. There
are no restrictions on the ability to pay in
cash, though traders must register with tax
authorities as high-value dealers if they accept
cash payment of €15,000 or more. However,
using cash for such larger value purchases
is far from ideal, with concerns in relation to
theft or loss and also the exchange rate is
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unlikely to be the most favourable. Indeed,
when it comes to paying a deposit it is best to
avoid prepayment of any kind via cash transfer
services, particularly when the consumer
has not had the opportunity to inspect
the car. Using a credit card can offer more
protection as the buyer may be able to avail
of the chargeback scheme in the event that
something goes awry.
		
Consumers should watch out for a
contract of sale that claims there is no legal
guarantee for the buyer. If a contract claims
that it is a business-to-business sale and it is
a sale without warranty consumers should
be wary. Such claims are void in a businessto-consumer contract and such a claim may
reflect the seller’s knowledge of the condition
of the car. As with all contracts, consumers
should read each part of the contract
carefully and only sign what they accept and
understand.

Next steps
Having identified the desired car, verified
that the seller is legitimate, successfully
negotiated a price, established that the car is
in a condition as described and that you are
happy to make the purchase, you must then
establish any extra charges and also that the
documentation is in order.
		
Most used cars are imported
into Ireland from Northern Ireland or Great
Britain. A document known as a V5C, which
is also known as a vehicle registration
certificate or log book, should be given to
you by the seller in order for ownership
to be transferred. When completing this
document you will also need to complete
the V5C/4 “Notification of Permanent Export”
section of the V5C document and send it to
the UK’s Driver & Vehicle Licensing Agency
(DVLA). The remainder of the V5C document
will be submitted to the Irish authorities on
importation. As the Revenue Commissioners
note, you will not be able to register the
vehicle without the V5C document and a delay
in registering the vehicle of more than 30 days
after it has entered the country will incur an
additional charge, so consumers need to check
that this document will be available before
they buy.
		
There are two possible charges you
will have to pay when importing a car from
the UK into Ireland. Most imported vehicles
will have Vehicle Registration Tax (VRT) due
to the Irish authorities. VRT is not charged
on a vehicle that you have used in another
jurisdiction for more than six months, so if you
have documentation to prove you were using
this car abroad already, you won’t have to pay
VRT. The VRT payment will depend on the
Open Market Selling Price (OMSP), which is the
price the Revenue Commissioners understand
the vehicle would be worth if sold in Ireland,

and the vehicle’s VRT liability is calculated as
a percentage of the OMSP. This percentage
varies, depending on the car’s CO2 emissions.
If you disagree with the vehicle’s OMSP,
Revenue will allow you to appeal. In addition
to this, consumers will have to establish
whether VAT is payable. VAT is only charged
on a new car – that is, a car that has been
in service for six months or less or has been
driven 6,000km or less. VAT in such a case is
still applicable even if VAT was initially paid in
another EU member state. All other cars (with
more than six months since registration and
mileage of over 6,000km) will be deemed to
be second-hand and VAT will not be payable
here.
		
Irish authorities do not recognise UK
vehicles inspections and so, on importation
of a vehicle, an appointment will have to
be made with the NCTS, which carries out
VRT inspections on behalf of the Revenue
Commissioners. The Revenue Commissioners
will also require evidence of previous
registration such as a foreign certificate of
registration or a certificate of permanent
exportation and a sales invoice with the date
of sale. The consumer will have to provide
proof of address within Ireland together with
proof of their PPS number.
		
After you have had your VRT
inspection and made the VRT payment, you
will receive a registration number and will
need to complete a form RF100 in order
to apply for motor tax. You will then need
to order and fit Irish registration plates.
Consumers will need to have the car insured
at all times - this includes while the car is still
considered a UK car but is in Ireland, before it
becomes an official Irish car.
		
As with all purchases, online and
otherwise, if it sounds too good to be true
then it probably is too good to be true.
Consumers are advised to take all precautions
possible when making large investments
such as a car purchase. In addition, when
considering importing a car from the UK,
consumers need to calculate the total cost of
their purchase when transport costs, VAT, VRT
and other charges are taken into account to
determine whether it really is the bargain it
seems to be.
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Product Test/Dishwashers

Dishwashers
In need of a great machine to take
care of your washing up? Consumer
Choice has 11 Choice Buy dishwashers
that range from basic, affordable
models to high-end, smart
appliances.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• What to consider
• Dishwasher tablets
• 11 Choice Buys

Dishwashers are an excellent time-saving
addition to the household and not as
environmentally unfriendly as you may
think. Recent research by our Australian
colleagues at Choice magazine has
shown that washing up by hand uses
approximately six times as much water as a
typical modern dishwasher to get a typical
pile of dirty dishes clean and that getting
the water in your sink hot enough to do
the job takes almost twice as much energy
as a dishwasher cycle would use. What’s
more, dishwashers deliver a more hygienic
and thorough clean than can be achieved
by washing by hand. So your conscious
can be clear in relation to the ongoing
environmental impact of these appliances.
However, in order to be a truly worthwhile
investment, a dishwasher needs to be a
mean cleaning machine that produces
spotless results, that dries as effectively as
it washes, that won’t make too much of a
racket as it works away, that is easy to load
and unload, and that won’t run up your
electricity bills too much or use gallons of
water. Below you will find reviews of 11
Choice Buy models that we are happy to
recommend as being the most impressive
machines currently on the market.

What to consider
When choosing a dishwasher, you will first
need to figure out if you will be able to fit a
full-sized appliance under your countertop
or if you need the more compact
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dimensions of a slimline model. Full-sized
models generally measure around 60cm
in width, whereas slimline appliances are a
more slender 45cm wide. The capacity of
dishwashers is measured in place settings,
which typically consist of one dinner plate,
dessert plate, tea cup and saucer, soup
plate, glass tumbler, fork, knife and spoon
in each setting. A full-sized dishwasher
accommodates between 12 and 15 place
settings, whereas with slimline models, you
will only be able to fit eight to ten place
settings in one go.
		
You may want to conceal your
dishwasher discreetly behind a cupboard
door in a fitted kitchen for a stream-lined
look and there are two options here –
either fully integrated where the machine
is completely hidden and the control
panel is located on the top of the door,
or semi-integrated where the appliance
is built into the fitted kitchen but the
control panel remains visible on the front
of the machine so that you can operate the
machine without opening the door and
see the programme information on the
display. Generally speaking, you will have
a wider range of appliances to choose from
if you opt for a freestanding model, with
white, silver or black being common colour
options.
		
The level of convenience on
offer with these machines is important, as
if a dishwasher is to really save you time
and effort it should be easy to load and

unload, with a door that stays open in
any position and a well laid out interior
that will accommodate even your largest
dinner plates or platters. Upper racks
are often height adjustable to allow
you to fit long-stemmed glassware or
more cumbersome items, but our tests
have found that the ease with which
you will be able to reposition the rack
varies greatly, particularly if it is already
loaded with dirty dishes. Cutlery trays
or drawers are increasingly replacing the
more familiar cutlery baskets and these
have the advantage of reducing your risk
of stabbing yourself with the prongs of a
fork or a sharp knife as you load. However,
it can take more precision and be quite
fiddly to properly load a cutlery tray and
this feature can also decrease the height
available for items in the upper rack.
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A good dishwasher will be easy to
programme with a clear and intuitive
control panel. Often the range of
programmes on offer will include a main
setting for general use, an intensive
programme for heavily soiled items like
pots and pans, a gentle setting for delicate
crockery and glassware and a quick-wash
option when your dishes are not too dirty
and are needed in a hurry. The models
in our current batch of Choice Buys are
generally pretty thrifty when it comes to
energy and water use and most machines
offer eco settings that will further lower
energy and water consumption. However,
users should be aware that the eco
cycle usually takes longer than the main
programme, sometimes by as much as an
hour or more.
		
Following in the footsteps of
other white goods, dishwashers now
are also getting smart. These machines
have been embraced by the move to the
smart home and some higher end models
can now be connected to your home
wi-fi network and paired with an app on a
smartphone or tablet to allow them to be
controlled or monitored remotely when
you are not in the room. In our current
batch of recommended models, two Choice
Buys from Bosch offer wi-fi connectivity
and can be linked to the Home Connect
app, which can enable you to start your
dishwasher remotely, see the current status
of the cycle and let you know if your salt
or rinse aid is running low. The app allows
you to insert the date on which you start a
new packet of dishwasher tablets and you
will receive a notification when it is nearly
time to buy more. It is all part of the brave
new world of the Internet of Things and
is designed to make your life easier - but
smart features tend to push up the price
of appliances and some may find the
capabilities on offer of limited use for now.

Dishwasher tablets
A dishwasher may be an excellent
performer but the quality of the clean is to
some extent dependent on the quality of
the detergent that is used. Although some
people still use powder, a more common
and arguably more convenient option is the
dishwasher tablet. Recent testing by our
colleagues in the UK at Which? uncovered
two dishwasher tablet products that they
were happy to recommend, positioned at
either end of the price range. The testing
looked at a range of offerings from bigname brands to supermarket own-brands
and assessed their stain removal and
cleaning ability, whether glassware was
left cloudy, whether watermarks were left
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behind, and the overall shine and sparkle
produced.
		
Leading the pack was the
relatively pricey Fairy Platinum all-in-one
dishwasher tablet with the very much
more economical Aldi Magnum all-in-one
tablet coming in in second place. Not quite
making the grade but coming close was the
Lidl W5 all-in-one tablet. As noted above,
the difference in price between the two
top products is quite considerable. We
found the Fairy product priced at between
30 cents and 49 cents per individual tablet
depending largely on the quantities in
which these products were bought. In
general, the larger the pack, the lower
the individual price – so bulk buying will
typically pay off here. In addition, this
is a category where there can be deep
discounts of as much as 50% and as these
are non-perishable items, it is well worth
stocking up when you spot a good offer.
In contrast, the Aldi product costs a very
much more modest 4.5 cents per tablet and
the Lidl offering is similarly priced.
		
One word of caution about
dishwasher tablets – these brightly
coloured and interestingly textured
items have been found to be attractive to
small children who can mistake them for
toys or sweets. However, these capsules
contain concentrated liquid detergent
that is released when the soluble plastic
membrane comes in contact with
moisture and so they represent a potential
poisoning risk. New EU regulations that
took full effect in 2016 led manufacturers
to reformulate their products, coating
the capsules with a ‘bittering agent’ that
will make children spit them out within
six seconds before the detergent can be
released. In addition, packaging has been
made stronger and harder to open by
small hands and the warnings to parents
and carers about the potential danger
to children are displayed more clearly.
Nonetheless, the advice to parents and
carers remains as follows:

Useful contacts
Belling
tel 0344 248 4149
www.belling.co.uk
Bosch
tel 01 450 2655
www.bosch-home.co.uk
Grundig
tel 01 691 0203
grundig.co.uk
Miele Ireland
tel 01 461 0710
www.miele.ie
Zanussi
Electrolux Group
tel 03445 612 612
www.zanussi.ie

• Store liquid detergent capsules out of
sight and reach of children
• Carefully read and adhere to all
instructions and safety messages
• Never use the capsules in the vicinity of
small children
• Keep the capsules in the original container
with the lid properly closed
• Only handle these products with dry
hands
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1. Bosch SMV68TD06G €1,000 (Full-sized, integrated)
The Choice Buy Bosch SMV68TD06G comes
with a hefty price tag but this dishwasher will
deliver top-class cleaning performance and
offers plenty of fancy features. When it comes
to all-important removal of dirt and debris
from your dishes, this built-in appliance does
a super job and is equally adept at drying both
your crockery and plastics, leaving behind few
watermarks. The interior is roomy enough
to fit 14 place settings and testers found this
dishwasher to be easy to load and unload,
though a little extra care needs to be taken
to fit items into the cutlery tray. A range of
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use


programmes is on offer from Intensive 70°C
and Glass 40°C to Quick Rinse 45°C and
choosing settings is very straightforward.
Programme information is projected as a white
light onto the floor in front of the machine, with
other appealing features including an effective
interior light, an anti-flood system, sensors to
adjust water and electricity usage to optimum
levels and a handle-less door that opens just
by pushing it. This Bosch model also is wi-ficonnected so it can be remotely monitored
and controlled via the Home Connect app on a
smartphone.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)


2. Belling FDW150W €730 (Full-sized, freestanding)
The Choice Buy Belling FDW150W is a spacious
appliance that will deliver top-notch cleaning. Roomier
than most full-sized dishwashers, this Belling model can
wash 15 place settings – or 150 items – in one go, making
it particularly appealing for larger households. It also
produces gleaming results regardless of what stubborn
stains it is required to tackle. What’s more, you will not
need to get the tea towel to dry items as they emerge
from this machine, with even tricky plastics left moisture
free. There are seven settings to choose from, including
Intensive Wash, Economy Wash and Rapid/Quick Wash,
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use


though programming this machine could be easier,
with testers finding the labels on the control panel a
little small and potentially difficult to read. The useful
features on offer include a time-remaining display, a
24-hour delay timer, a child lock and indicator lights
letting you know when it is time to refill the salt and
rinse aid containers. This machine is noisy, particularly
when filling, but on the plus side, energy and water
consumption are low. This is the white version of the
appliance, and a silver model is also available, the
FDW150S, priced currently at €800.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)


3. Bosch SMV68MD00G/01 €780 (Full-sized, integrated)
The Choice Buy Bosch SMV68MD00G/01 can be relied
on to produce spotless crockery and cutlery as it sits
neatly concealed behind your kitchen cabinet door.
This fully integrated dishwasher excels at eliminating
grime and debris from your dirty dishes and it also
does a great job of drying, with only the occasional
wipe needed for tricky plastic items before they are
popped back into the press. You will be able to fit 13
place settings or 130 items into this machine, which is
straightforward to load and unload, though as always
with a cutlery tray, a little precision may be needed
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use
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to fit items in. The top rack is height adjustable to
allow you to accommodate taller dishes or glasses as
needed and choosing a programme on this machine
is nicely straightforward thanks to the clearly labelled
control panel. This Bosch model offers such features
as a 24-hour delay timer, an anti-flood system and
sensors to adjust water usage. Though noisy as it
works, this appliance is frugal in terms of energy
and water consumption and this quality is further
enhanced using the eco programme, though the cycle
will take considerably longer.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)
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4. Bosch SMS25EI00G/01 €650 (Full-sized, freestanding)
Another Bosch appliance, the Choice Buy Bosch
SMS25EI00G/01 is a freestanding dishwasher
that will reliably deliver spotless and gleaming
dishes. Although not the fastest of appliances,
if you are not in too much of a hurry this Bosch
model will do a great job of ridding your dirty
crockery and cutlery of grime and debris and it
is also super at drying everything afterwards,
with only the occasional extra wipe needed
for plastic items. This appliance holds 13 place
settings or 130 items but the interior feels fairly
spacious so that loading up your dirty dishes
is very straightforward. A cutlery tray rather
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use


than a basket is provided and the upper rack
can be set at three different height positions
to accommodate large plates or tall glassware.
Choosing between the five programmes - which
include intensive, glass and eco settings - is also
very intuitive thanks to the clearly labelled control
panel. This appliance is exceptionally energy
and water efficient on both the main programme
and the eco setting so it is gentle on both the
environment and your electricity bills. Potential
purchasers should note that this dishwasher is
pretty noisy, however, as it works away.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)


5. Miele G 4203 SC €599 (Full-sized, freestanding)
You may need to search online for this relatively
affordable machine from a reputable manufacturer
but the Choice Buy Miele G 4203 SC will produce
high-quality cleaning for those who track it down.
This freestanding dishwasher excels at removing
even the most dried-on and stubborn stains from
crockery and cutlery. It does an equally impressive
job of getting everything dry – including notoriously
tricky plastics – and there will be few watermarks
left on glassware. You will be able to fit a generous
14 place settings or 140 items into the interior of
this machine, which is easy to load and unload.
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use


A tray is provided for stowing cutlery and it is
straightforward to adjust the height of the upper
rack. Although very energy efficient on the eco
setting, which is also fairly frugal in terms of water
usage, users should be aware that on the main
automatic programme, both energy and water
consumption are no better than average. In all,
there are five programmes to choose from, though
testers noted that the labelling is a little small for
ease of reading. On the plus side, this machine
makes less noise than most.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)


6. Bosch SMS67MW00G/01 €650 (Full-sized, freestanding)
The Choice Buy Bosch SMS67MW00G/01 is a
great all-round performer that will clean your
dishes to a very high standard. It also is adept
at getting everything dry, though you may have
to give an occasional wipe to plastic items and
testers found that this machine had a tendency to
leave watermarks on glassware. This full-sized,
freestanding Bosch model can hold up to 14 place
settings or 140 items, making it ideal for larger
households with significant washing-up needs.
This machine is not too noisy and there are plenty
of features on offer, from a delay timer to a range
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use
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of sensors that detect the weight of the load and
degree of soiling with the aim of adjusting water
and energy usage accordingly. Indeed, if you
opt for the main programme on this appliance,
energy and water consumption will be fairly low
and this will be further reduced if you choose the
eco programme, for minimal running costs. The
programmes on offer include Intensive 70°C,
Short 60°C, Glass 40°C, and Quick 45°C settings
and this machine is straightforward to load
and unload, with the upper rack easily heightadjustable for accommodating larger items.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)
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...and the competition
7. Bush DWINT125W €260 (Full-sized, fully integrated)
By far the cheapest of our recommended models
and positively modestly priced, the Choice Buy
Bush DWINT125W takes care of all the basics,
though it offers little in the way of fancy features.
If you are looking for a machine that will reliably
eliminate food debris from your crockery and
stains from your glassware, this Bush model will
deliver. Not only is it great at cleaning, it is pretty
good at drying your dishes also – though you
may, on occasion, need to reach for the tea towel.
This built-in dishwasher can fit 12 place settings
or 120 items, so it is lower in terms of capacity
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use


than most full-sized appliances, though this could
be sufficient for smaller households. As well as
sporting a relatively low initial purchase price, this
machine won’t run up your electricity bills and will
please the more environmentally conscious as it
is frugal with both energy and water consumption
regardless of whether you are using the main
or eco programme. This machine is also quite
easy to use - however, it is pretty noisy when in
operation, which means that you may need to
carefully time when you put it on.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)


8. Bosch SMS88TW06G/01 €884 (Full-sized, freestanding)
The Choice Buy Bosch SMS88TW06G/01 is a highend, feature-laden dishwasher with wi-fi connectivity
that is also great at the all-important fundamental
task of getting your dishes gleaming. This full-sized,
freestanding Bosch model can accommodate 13
place settings or 130 items at once and your crockery
will emerge spotless and bone dry, with only the
odd plastic item needing a wipe. The test results for
glassware were less impressive, as lots of watermarks
were left behind, necessitating a good polish. A wide
range of programmes are on offer, and choosing a
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use


setting is very simple via the touch-sensitive buttons.
Sensors inside the machine detect the optimum
amount of water needed for the specific load and the
wi-fi connectivity allows you to remotely monitor and
control this Bosch model using the Home Connect
app on a mobile device. Appealing features include
an effective interior light, LED refill indicators for salt
and rinse aid, a childproof door lock and anti-flood
device. This machine is noisy when it is in operation
but you could make use of the delay start timer to set
it to run when you will not be in the room to hear it.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)


9. Grundig GNF41823X €750 (Full-sized, freestanding)
The Choice Buy GNF41823X is a freestanding
dishwasher that will rid your dishes of grease and
grime to get them impeccably clean. What’s more,
your crockery will be perfectly dry when it emerges
from this machine, with even plastic items not proving
too much of a problem, though these may need an
occasional wipe before popping them back into the
press. A roomy appliance, you will be able to fit 14
place settings or 140 items inside all at once, making
this model suitable for larger households where the
washing up mounts up quickly. The upper rack can be
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use
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set to three different heights, though testers found that
adjusting these levels was a little tricky, and a cutlery
tray is provided instead of a basket. This Grundig
model is not only extremely energy and water efficient
on the eco programme, but it is fairly frugal on the
main programme also. There are some useful features
on offer, including a delay start timer, an anti-flood
system, and a child lock and the display screen shows
programme information clearly, though testers found
the programme labelling on the control panel to be a
little cluttered.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)
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...and the competition
10. Zanussi ZDI26022XA €470 (Full-sized, semi-intgrated)
The Choice Buy Zanussi ZDI26022XA is a semiintegrated dishwasher with excellent cleaning and
drying ability. Whereas fully integrated dishwashers
are completely hidden behind a kitchen cabinet door,
the control panel of semi-integrated models remains
visible at the top of the door. This appliance will fit
13 place settings and your crockery and cutlery will
emerge gleaming and spotless. What’s more, you will
not have to reach for the tea towel as your dishes will
be bone dry, with even often-tricky plastic items rarely
needing a wipe. There are six wash programmes to
choose from and although this machine is already very
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use


energy and water efficient on its main programmes,
using the eco programme will further enhance its
environmentally friendly credentials – though it will
take rather longer to complete the cycle. Testers
found loading and unloading this appliance to be
pretty straightforward overall, with a basket on the
lower rack for the cutlery and the upper rack easy
to adjust between two different height levels. This
dishwasher is, however, very noisy, so you may like to
use the delay start timer to set the cycle to run when
you are not in the kitchen.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)


11. Bosch SPS40E32GB €350 (Slimline, freestanding)
If you are tight for space in your kitchen, you may
like to consider the Choice Buy Bosch SPS40E32GB.
Whereas full-sized dishwashers measure about 60
inches in width, this slimline model is a slender 45
inches wide. Clearly, the more compact dimensions
have a knock-on effect on capacity, and this
dishwasher will fit nine place settings, which is
average for a slimline appliance. All crockery will
receive a thorough cleaning for a spotless finish
and your dishes will also be nicely dry and ready to
pop back into the press, apart from the odd plastic
item that will need a quick wipe. There are just four
Cleaning

Drying – crockery and cutlery

Drying – plastics

Ease of use
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programmes on offer - intensive, eco, quick wash
and pre-rinse – though these should cover most
users’ needs and energy and water consumption
are both pretty low, appealing to users who care
both about the environment and running costs.
Loading and unloading could be easier with the
slimline dimensions making access a bit restricted
and although the height of the upper rack can be
adjusted, this is tricky enough to do when full. This
is another very noisy dishwasher which may be an
issue for some.

Noise

Energy use (Eco programme)

Water use (Eco programme)
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PRODUCT TESTS / Electric Toothbrushes

Electric Toothbrushes
Don’t just rely on word of mouth – the
results of our independent tests will let
you know which electric toothbrushes
deliver a comprehensive clean.
Our teeth are intended to last a lifetime but
they will need a good deal of maintenance to
help them stay the course. An inexpensive
traditional plastic toothbrush can do a
perfectly good job once the brushing
technique is up to scratch, but some like to
supercharge the process by upgrading to
an electric toothbrush. And today’s models
come with some nifty features that may
indeed help to ensure more thorough and
targeted cleaning. Our testers have tried
out the plaque-removing capabilities of 15
electric toothbrushes to find the devices
worth investing in for the sake of our incisors
and molars.

Manual vs. Electric
Before making a purchase, you need to
consider whether it is really worthwhile
forking out a potentially substantial sum
for an electric toothbrush when an ordinary
non-electric version can be bought for
a few euro. Does an electric device do a
significantly better job? According to dental
experts, how you brush your teeth is more
important than what type of toothbrush
you use. We are all likely familiar with the
much-touted recommendations that we
brush our teeth twice a day for two minutes
each time to eliminate plaque from the
surface of teeth and supplement this with
once-a-day flossing to remove any remaining
debris from between the teeth. Gentle but
thorough cleaning with a soft-bristled brush
that reaches all areas of the mouth should
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get the job done in a perfectly satisfactory
way without necessitating the need to spend
potentially hundreds of euro on a pricey
electric gadget.
		
Having said that, repeated clinical
studies have found that a slightly better
clean can be achieved with an electric
toothbrush for better oral health in the long
term compared with using manual brushes,
and it arguably makes the task a good deal
easier. With an electric device, the brushing
movement is taken care of, so all you have to
do is to angle the brush head correctly and
direct it to the right spots in the mouth. An
electric toothbrush may make the brushing
process easier but those hoping it will also
make the process faster will be disappointed.
Whether using a manual or an electric brush,
brushing needs to take place for at least two
minutes each time to be properly effective.
Though we all know of the two-minute
rule, many of us likely fall short of this time
recommendation unless we are one of those
organised types who set a timer on their
phone or some other device. With an electric
toothbrush, a timer is often built in, so that
the toothbrush will run a full two minutes
before either stopping or alerting you that
the allotted time has been completed. The
presence of a timer and the fact that users
do not have to concentrate too much on the
brushing technique may help to motivate
them to brush for longer, resulting in better
overall oral health. In addition, interval timers
on some electric toothbrushes let you know

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Manual or electric
• Smart capabilities
• Five Choice Buys
when you have completed 20 or 30 seconds
on one particular section of your mouth and
that it is time to move on to another section
if all your teeth are to receive adequate
attention before your two minutes are up.
Some electric toothbrushes have pressure
sensor technology that alerts the user if they
are brushing too hard by vibrating and/or
slowing the speed down. In our efforts to
remove pesky plaque, many of us are guilty
of overzealous brushing but this can damage
both the protective enamel on your teeth and
the delicate soft gum tissue. Thus, using the
correct amount of pressure is important and
electric toothbrushes with pressure sensors
can help to improve our technique and
safeguard our teeth and gums.
		
In summary, the pros to investing
in an electric toothbrush include the fact that
the job becomes easier, you are more likely
to spend the recommended time at the task
and useful features can ensure a more even
and thorough clean and help avoid damage
being done by overenthusiastic brushing. It
has also been noted that those with dexterity
issues, such as arthritis, or those who have
poor brushing technique with a manual brush
can greatly benefit from the aid an electric
toothbrush provides with the brushing
action.
		
On the opposite side of the
argument, for most users, you can simply put
in a bit more effort with a manual toothbrush
and save yourself the expense of a pricey
device. As with all toothbrushes, the brush
May 2018

heads will wear out over time so an electric
toothbrush involves not only the price
of the initial purchase but ongoing costs
associated with replacing brush heads and
rechargeable batteries. Moreover, the more
environmentally conscious will note that an
electric toothbrush is a non-essential device
that uses energy to work, is made of scarce
and finite raw materials and, at the end of its
life, represents dangerous electrical waste
that needs to be disposed of.

Smart capabilities
Some of the latest – and often the priciest
– electric toothbrushes come with smart
functionality that further seeks to simplify
and improve the process of thorough
brushing for a comprehensive clean. The two
dominant players in our current test – Philips
and Oral-B – both offer electric toothbrushes
that come with Bluetooth to enable them
to connect to a dedicated smartphone
app, each of which works differently. Your
smartphone will need to be able to support
Bluetooth 4.0 or Bluetooth Smart to pair
with both the Philips and Oral-B smart
toothbrushes.
		
During brushing, the Philips
Sonicare app displays a 3D map of your teeth
divided into six segments, showing each
section turning white as you clean. The brush
handle buzzes after 20 seconds on each
section so that you know it is time to move on
to the next area and when two minutes are
up, the app’s Touch Up feature highlights the
sections that need further cleaning and you
have an extra minute to give them another
go. The app then assesses your cleaning
performance and reminds you to floss, use
mouthwash and brush your tongue. You
can use this app to set your oral hygiene
goals, such as fresher breath or whiter
teeth, or to highlight problem areas - for
example, bleeding or receding gums. The
app then makes adjustments to provide a
more personalised tooth map and to adapt
its guidelines for brushing. You will receive
feedback on your overall progress over time

and the app can also let you know when the
brush head needs to be replaced.
		
The Oral-B smartphone app
similarly provides the option of setting up
a customised regime for taking care of your
teeth and will offer a range of information on
your brushing habits, including the average
amount of time you spend brushing. Oral-B
takes a different approach from Philips in
guiding you through your dental routine as
it uses its Position Detection technology to
combine motion sensors in the brush with
facial recognition software. You attach a
smartphone holder to a mirror via a supplied
suction cup and set up your smartphone’s
front-facing camera with the app. Keeping
your head aligned with the smartphone
camera, you brush away and the app is
designed to show where in your mouth you
are brushing and when to move on to the
next segment. The app issues a score out of
100 at the end according to what a good job
you have done.
		
These smart capabilities may go
some way to helping you develop a better
oral hygiene routine but they generally push
the price way up – so you will need to be
sure you will make use of the smart functions
before paying a premium. It may be that
a non-smart electric toothbrush with a
two-minute timer combined with an interval
timer to make sure you are giving equal
attention to each area of your teeth and a
pressure sensor to ensure you don’t attack
your teeth and gums too aggressively will be
sufficient to help provide optimum cleaning
performance.

Toothbrushes on test
The 15 electric toothbrushes on test range
in price from a positively frugal €20 to a jawdropping €460. On the lower end of the price
scale are more basic devices and, generally
speaking, the more features are added – from
timers to smart functionality - the higher
the price. Some come with a single brush
head and brushing mode whereas others
are supplied with a choice of brush heads

tailored to different needs and a number of
brushing modes and speed/intensity settings
to allow you to customise your brushing
experience.
		
When shopping for an electric
toothbrush, there are a number of different
options in terms of how these devices work
that you will need to consider when deciding
which type is best for you. Whether you opt
for a rotating, oscillating, pulsating or sonic
electric toothbrush is a matter of personal
preference and each type works slightly
differently to rid teeth of plaque.
		
Rotating toothbrushes have small
round brush heads incorporating a set
of bristles that move in a circular motion.
The bristles can be arranged in a circle or
there can be individual clumps of bristles
that rotate. Many rotating toothbrushes,
including most of the Oral-B products in our
current batch, oscillate as well as rotate. The
small round brush heads on these devices
rotate first in one direction and then in the
other direction in a bid to clear away plaque.
Some rotating-oscillating toothbrushes add
a pulsating motion that makes the brush
head move backwards and forwards against
the teeth as it spins in its mission to dislodge
plaque.
		
A completely different approach
is taken by sonic electric toothbrushes,
which sport brush heads similar to that of a
manual brush. Instead of a circular motion,
these toothbrushes move rapidly from side
to side at such a fast rate that vibrations are
produced that seek to eradicate plaque. The
Philips Sonicare range are among the devices
that use this method. Both types of electric
toothbrush are effective at getting rid of
dental plaque and debris if used properly.
		
This is a category where shopping
around, looking online and keeping an eye
out for discounts really pays off as our price
survey revealed frequent promotional offers
that were temporary in nature but that can
cut the normal price by half if you time your
purchase right.

1. Philips Sonicare DiamondClean Smart HX9924/44 €460
The Choice Buy Philips Sonicare DiamondClean
Smart HX9924/44 is jaw-droppingly expensive but
you will get plenty of top-of-the-range features with
this smart device. This sonic electric toothbrush is
highly effective when it comes to the all-important
task of removing plaque from teeth. As well as
the standard cleaning mode, this Philips model
offers four other brushing modes – White+ stain
removal, Deep Clean+, Gum Health and Tongue
Care – and four different brush heads come supplied
that tailor performance in each of these modes.
Pressure sensors alert you when you are brushing
too hard and the handle will buzz to let you know
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when to move on to the next section – with added
information delivered via the smart capabilities of
Philips’ Sonicare app as described above that aim to
take the guesswork out of oral care. The long lasting
battery means that you will be able to brush away for
a few weeks before needing to recharge it and when
it does need a power boost, you can simply pop the
device into the supplied rinsing and charging glass
that sits on a charger base. Alternatively, a USB
travel case is provided when you are on the go that
will need to be plugged into a socket.
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...and the competition

2. Oral-B Genius 8000 €250

The Choice Buy Oral-B Genius 8000 offers
smartphone capabilities alongside a wide range
of features to help with your oral care routine. The
brush heads on this Oral-B model rotate, oscillate
and pulsate to effectively eliminate plaque from
teeth and there are three types to choose from that
come supplied – Sensitive, Cross Action and 3D
White. In addition, a choice of five brush modes is
on offer: Daily Clean, Pro Clean, Gum Care, Sensitive
and Whitening. The brush will vibrate after 30
seconds of cleaning in one spot to let you know
it is time to move on to the next section and after
you have put in your full two minutes worth, the

brush will emit a longer vibration to indicate that
time is up. Alternatively, you can make use of the
Oral-B smartphone app and the manufacturer’s
Position Detection technology as described above
to help you carry out a thorough clean, though the
30-second vibration signal will not operate when
the device is used in this way. Testers found this
Oral-B model particularly easy and comfortable to
use, outperforming all other models in the current
batch in the convenience stakes, and brush heads
are straightforward to remove and replace.

3. Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum HX9111/21 €300
The Choice Buy Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum
HX9111/21does not come cheap and it does not
offer smart functionality but it does a great job at
the primary function of effective plaque removal.
This Philips model works by using a sonic cleaning
action that involves the brush head moving rapidly
from side to side to create vibrations that drive
toothpaste and water between your teeth and
along the gum line to dislodge plaque. There are
three brush modes – Clean, Deep Clean and White
- which may be set to a choice of three speed levels.
To ensure you devote enough time to the task at

hand, this toothbrush features Philips’ Quadpacer,
a timer that lets you know when you have spent
the optimal time on each section of your mouth,
as well as a Smartimer that will alert you when
your two minutes – or three minutes for a deep
clean – is up. A particularly appealing aspect of
this Philips model is the long battery life, with this
device requiring recharging only every few weeks.
For travelling purposes, a case is provided to keep
your toothbrush hygienically clean and a compact
travel charger is supplied for ease of popping into
your luggage.

4. Philips Sonicare HealthyWhite+ HX8911/04 €200
The most modestly priced of our current
recommended models but still representing a
significant investment in your teeth, the Choice Buy
Philips Sonicare HealthyWhite+ HX8911/04 is a solid
all-round performer. It effectively removes plaque
using a sonic cleaning action that moves the brush
head rapidly from side to side to produce vibrations
that push fluid in between teeth and down into the
gum line. To tailor the cleaning experience to your
specific preferences, you can opt for one of two
brush modes – Clean for everyday maintenance
and White for stain removal – and for one of three

speed/intensity settings. This Philips model again
features a Quadpacer that lets you know when 30
seconds have elapsed to alert you that it is time
to move to another section of your mouth for an
all-over even clean and this brush will run for the
dentist-recommended total cleaning time of two
minutes. Battery life is excellent on this electric
toothbrush, lasting for weeks at a time, and when
the power is running out a battery indicator will
let you know. When you do need to recharge it,
however, it will take ages – over 33 hours in tests.
Testers also found that brush heads could be easier

...and the competition

5. Oral-B Genius 9000 €270

The Choice Buy Oral-B Genius 9000 has smart
functionality and an array of features to offer
alongside great cleaning results. This Bluetoothenabled electric toothbrush can connect to the
Oral-B app downloaded onto a smartphone to
provide useful brushing information and to make
use of the manufacturer’s Position Detection
technology as discussed above that helps to deliver
a systematic and thorough clean. Plaque is removed
using oscillating-rotating brush heads and you
have four to choose from that come supplied: Cross
Action, Floss Action, 3D White and Sensitive. In
addition, there are a total of six brushing modes: Pro
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Clean, Daily Clean, Sensitive, Whitening, Gum Care,
and Tongue Cleaning. A customisable SmartRing
is located at the top of the toothbrush handle that
can, among other things, light up when the motion
sensors detect that you are pressing too hard. A
30-second timer vibrates to let you know to move
on to another section of your mouth and a longer
vibration is emitted when your two minutes of
brushing is up. Battery life is good and this device
can recharge itself fully in a relatively speedy
13 hours. The travel case can be plugged into a
socket to charge not only your toothbrush but your
smartphone also.
May 2018

MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

Price (€)

1

Philips Sonicare DiamondClean
Smart HX9924/44

2 Oral-B Genius 8000

TEST PERFORMANCE

Type of movement

Tested brush head

Extra brush
modes and
settings

Charge level
indicator

Pressure
sensor

Travel case

Smartphone
application

Cleaning results
(50%)

460

sonic

Premium Gum Care

✓

✓

✓

✓

Sonicare App



250

rotating/pulsating

3D White

✓

✓

✓

✓

Oral B App



SCORE

Ease of use (25%)



Battery (20%)

Noise (5%)

%





75





72


3

Philips Sonicare FlexCare Platinum
HX9111/21

300

sonic

Adaptive Clean

✓

✓

4

Philips Sonicare Healthy White Plus
HX8911/04

200

sonic

Diamond Clean

✓

✓

5 Oral-B Genius 9000

270

rotating/pulsating

Cross Action

✓

✓

✓

✓

6 Oral-B Pro 2 2000N Cross Action

50

rotating/pulsating

Cross Action

✓

✓

✓

7 Oral-B Smart Series 4000

128

rotating/pulsating

Cross Action

8 Colgate ProClinical 250+

70

sonic

Standard

9 Oral-B SmartSeries 6000

224

rotating/pulsating

Cross Action

10 Oral-B Vitality Cross action

20

rotating

Cross Action

11 Oral-B Pro 2 2000S

75

rotating/pulsating

Sensi Ultra Thin

12 Oral-B Smart 4 4000N Cross Action

85

rotating/pulsating

Cross Action

13 Oral-B Pro 600 Cross Action

65

rotating/pulsating

70

77

14

Philips Sonicare CleanCare+
HX3214/02

15 Oral-B Pro 670
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Oral B App

Oral B App

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Cross Action

✓

✓

sonic

ProResults

✓

rotating/pulsating

Trizone

✓

✓

✓

Oral B App

Oral B App

✓
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72









72









70









69









USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around.
Type of movement: Whether the electric
toothbrush delivers a rotating-oscillating
movement, a pulsating movement or a
side-by-side (sonic) action.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Cleaning results: Rating for the quality
of the cleaning performance delivered
by the toothbrush.
Ease of use: Rating includes how
comfortable the toothbrush is to handle
and use, the clarity of the instructions
and the ease of attaching and detaching
brush heads and of recharging the
device.
Battery: Rating for how long a fully
charged battery lasts and how quickly
the battery recharges.
Noise: Rating for how noisy the device is
when operating.
Useful contacts

69

Oral-B
tel 1800 509448
www.oralb.co.uk
Philips
tel 01 5245443
www.philips.ie
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Visit our website
www.thecai.ie

Follow
Followus
uson
onFacebook
Facebook &
& Twitter
Twitter
www.facebook.com/ConsumersAssociationIreland
www.twitter.com/The_CAI

